
Q:If we know that Imf(x) =c, how do

we know ifthere's an oblique asymptote?

These are two suggestions by someofyou,

letme try to state whatthey are:

>Suggestion 17

Calculate lim f(x), andif it's a fixednumber,
x-c

calledit "a", then nextcalculatelim(f(x) - ax)
x->c

called it"b", andthe oblique asymptote

is y=ax+ b.

The idea is that, if an oblique asymptote
exists, i. f(x) = (ax+b) +R(x) for some

a, b e RR, andlimR(x)
=0.

x-c

so f(x) =a +R(x)



Andone may guess thatif ImR(*)=0,
then him R(x) =0 also, thus

x-0

/im f(x) =a, andf(x)-ax =b
+R(x)

x-s

:im fexs-ax =1b + R(x) =b

x-c

While the idea to get "b"is correct, the

idea to get"a" has some problem.

*

orbeingdoesn't imply gR'o

for example, letR(x)=I sin(xY

Then IMRCX)=0. Butthe limitof

R(x)=2(x)) -En(x2) doesn't exist.

↓ asx+o
no limit D



To be more precise, letf(x)=x + Sin(x

then limf(x)=c, so no horizontal asymptote.
Itco

lim *sin(x)=0, SO Y=xis an oblique asy.
XC

However, ifyou justtake f(x), then

you would have

lim f(x) =1 +2c0 (x2)- Sin(x2)
Itco

which doesn't exist, andyou would be

concluding thatf(x) has no oblique asy.
b/c im f(x) doesn't exist;which is

x->

incorrect. Thus, we see that using
lim f(x) doesn'tnecessarily give us what
x+s

we want, bicmR(x)=0 doesn'timply max)=0



<suggestion #17

calculate me, andif it's a fixednumber,
calledit "a", then nextcalculatelim(f(x) - ax)

x->c

called it"b", andthe oblique asymptote

is y=ax+ b.

The idea forthis approach, is that, if the

oblique asymptote exists, then

f(x) =ax+b +R(x) with limR(x) =0
x+co

thusm:Im +*+
andsince=0, ** =0

we have lim** =a, and

lim f(x) -ax =1mb +R(x) =b.X-no



This approach is indeed correct, because

we are only using whatwe know, namely,
limR(x)=0 =>1m* =0

X+co

The meaning of this↳i limit
is comparing the value off(x) and

the value of X, as x=0, Thus

if ithas an oblique asymptote,

inshould be a constant!

So let's testthe example fix=x +*

im =m1+=1 :lim=0
-

So a=1, andb :limfex)-1.X= lim*=0
x+8

:the oblique asymptote is y =x,
which is correct!




